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Abstract: The turning of thin-walled components is a challenging process due to the flexibility of the
parts. On one hand, static deflection due to the cutting forces causes geometrical and dimensional
errors, while unstable vibration (i.e., chatter) could compromise surface quality. In this work, a method
for fixturing optimization for thin-walled components in turning is proposed. Starting from workpiece
geometry and toolpath, workpiece deflections and system dynamics are predicted by means of an
efficient finite element modeling approach. By analyzing the different clamping configurations, a
method to find the most effective solution to guarantee the required tolerances and stable cutting
conditions is developed. The proposed method was tested as a case study, showing its application
and achievable results.
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1. Introduction
Chip removal processes are still crucial for the manufacturing sector since they are able to reach a
high accuracy, productivity, and versatility. Thanks to efforts on improving machining processes, it
is possible to obtain high quality components even with hard-to-cut materials thanks to the use of
high-performance tool materials such as PCBN (Polycrystalline Cubic Boron Nitride), as reported by
Pan and Li [1,2] for turning hardened bearing steel GCr15. At present, the most crucial aspects that
limit machining process performance are related to the flexibility of the elements that make up the
cutting system. Therefore, the most critical operations are the ones that involve the use of slender
tools or thin-walled workpieces. From a static point of view, the forces that the workpiece and the
tool exchange during the cutting process may cause relative displacements between them, resulting in
geometrical errors [3–5]. In order to reduce these, strategies to compensate the relative displacement
by modifying the toolpath were developed both in real time [6] and offline [7].
The most important dynamic issue is the onset of unstable vibrations (i.e., chatter [8]) that
compromise workpiece surface quality and drastically reduce tool life. One of the most interesting
results for chatter prediction is represented by the estimation of a stability lobe diagram (SLD) [9]
that shows the stability region in terms of cutting velocity and depth of cut values that ensure stable
machining. SLDs may be predicted using different models [9] and can be used to select cutting
parameters that can maximize productivity while guaranteeing stability.
Estimating the static and dynamic behavior of tool and workpiece (i.e., relative frequency response
functions) is essential in order to obtain the aforementioned results, and this is particularly critical in
the case of thin-wall component machining where workpiece behavior changes during machining due
to local stiffness and material removal [10–12]. In such cases, many authors use the simulation as the
best approach to predict and improve the process [13]. In addition, different approaches for cutting
parameter selection [14] and toolpath optimization [15] have been developed using Finite Element
(FE) solvers to take into account the effects of workpiece static and dynamic variation during the chip
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removal process. However, the workpiece high compliance stability area may be very limited, which
compromises the maximum productivity rate.
In such cases, the most effective way to guarantee the required tolerances and surface quality is to
improve workpiece response. In particular, since the fixturing system has been demonstrated to have
a great impact on workpiece response [16],part of the research was focused on the development of
a fixturing framework able to significantly improve workpiece response. These approaches include
both optimization strategies for optimal fixturing and support point placing and the development
of active fixturing systems [17]. Due to the rotational workpiece in the turning process, the use of
active fixtures that require external power can be very complicated. For this reason, a strategy for
support optimization is more promising. Thanks to the spread of modeling techniques for the chip
removal process, in the last few decades, several computer aided fixture design (CAFD) approaches
have been presented [18,19]. These integrate a streamlined approach that includes process modeling
and optimization algorithms and several strategies to optimize fixtures. Some of these approaches are
aimed at finding the fixturing configuration that allows the minimization of geometrical errors [20,21]
and the evaluation of the effects of additional supports [22–24]. Clamping systems also affect workpiece
dynamics [25] and additional supports may have a mitigating effect on chatter onset [26,27]. Fixture
design in turning must also consider the necessity of an axisymmetric framework for the fixturing
system in order to avoid unbalances during workpiece rotation.
In this paper, a new fixture design methodology for thin-wall component turning is presented.
By means of an integration of models for geometrical error and chatter stability prediction, an additional
support configuration that guarantees both the required tolerances and stability, while minimizing
the fixture system complexity, is found. The proposed method can be easily adapted to different
cutting conditions, whose change is required for a preliminary optimization of the process [28], and
workpiece geometries. In this paper, a numerical example for an Inconel 718 external finishing turning
is presented using the MSC Nastran® FE solver.
2. Geometrical Errors and Chatter Onset Prediction
Diametral error is the difference between the nominal and the real diameter of a machined
component, and it is due to the difference between the nominal and real relative positions between tool
and component in relation to the cutting area during the turning process. In the case of thin-walled
component machining, that difference is mainly due to workpiece local deformations caused by
clamping forces, cutting forces, and thermal aspects. In order to take into account both static and
thermal aspects, an FE approach for geometrical error prediction was proposed by Izamshah [29].
In this work, only the contribution given by workpiece static deflection (i.e., the most compliant element
of the cutting system) under cutting force was considered. According to the approach proposed by
Polini and Prisco [30], the cutting area is assumed to be point-like, and in correlation with it, both
workpiece stiffness and cutting forces are estimated in order to predict geometrical error. Since static
and dynamic workpiece behavior changes along the toolpath, this procedure must be repeated for
all of the tool positions. Concerning workpiece stiffness computation, the finite element method
(FEM) represents the best compromise between functional requirements (i.e., adaptability to different
geometries, ease of implementation, and computational costs) and accuracy. In particular, in the
case of thin parts, two-dimensional shell elements can be used proficiently. Actually, the material
removal process can be easily implemented in shell elements just by modifying element thickness
according to the local real depth of cut. Moreover, the computational effort required to perform the FE
analysis is lower, due to the reduced degree of freedoms of the model. Therefore, several simulations
in different load conditions and constraints may be carried out, and different configurations may be
easily compared.
In the case of axial symmetric components, as in the case of the turning processes, the generation
of the FE model can be easily automatized, starting from a workpiece two-dimensional draft, without
the need of pre-post FE software. A Matlab®code has been realized that is able to extract the midline
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For the sake of simplicity, workpiece
in this work is considered fully constrained (all degrees
c)
of freedom blocked) in the clamping area (near to the spindle) and subjected to cutting forces. The
presence of additional supports was modeled considering CGAP elements in order to realize unilateral
constraints, taking into account the local stiffness provided by the additional clamping elements.
For the evaluation of the cutting forces, in this study, the empirical model proposed by Yao et al. [31]
for Inconel 718 was used (Equation (1)). By means of the following relations, cutting forces may be
predicted, given the cutting parameters (i.e., radial depth of cut ap , feed per revolution f and spindle
speed vc ):


a1.123
f 0.268
 F f = 102.425 v0.186
c
p



−0.209
0.442
2.292
Fp = 10
vc
ap
f 0.425
(1)
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However, the dependence of cutting forces on the radial depth of cut is crucial in case of compliant
parts, since part deflection may produce a real depth of cut (apR ) which is significantly different from
the nominal ones (apN ). Therefore, local workpiece deflection prediction is included in the estimation
of the cutting force.
Chatter stability models [32] allow predicting if machining is stable for given cutting
parameters, knowing the relative frequency response functions (FRFs) between workpiece and
tool in correspondence of cutting point (i.e., workpiece FRFs, in cases of thin-wall components).
In the finishing operation, due to the small depth of cut, the cutting tool geometry deeply influences
machining stability. For this reason, the model by Eynian et al. [33] was used in this work.
Since workpiece FRF varies along the toolpath and is influenced by material removal, as well as
in the static case, workpiece dynamics is predicted by means of the FE approach.
3. Proposed Methodology
The proposed methodology, schematized in Figure 1, aims at finding an optimal fixture
configuration that allows guaranteeing both tolerances required and dynamically stable machining,
for a given toolpath: Just the last machining step (i.e., the finishing process) is considered. A Matlab®
code was implemented for this purpose.
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The required input data are: stock midline and thickness, the G-Code produced by the CAM
software, tolerance required, and tool geometry. In addition, information on zones in which supports
cannot be mounted may be provided. The FE model is automatically generated from the stock geometry,
while the toolpath is extracted by the G–code.
A preliminary analysis was carried out without considering additional supports: For each node
laying on the toolpath, the geometrical error and chatter stability were predicted, and the FE model
was updated in order to consider material removal. In cases where at least one requirement is not
satisfied in any point, the algorithm proceeds to find optimal support configuration following a
two-step approach.
First, a selection of possible configurations is carried out. Geometrical errors and chatter onset are
predicted varying support position along the z-axis. CGap elements are placed in correspondence of
all nodes laying on each given z-axis position to simulate the presence of a continuum annular support.
Only configurations that guarantee both tolerances required and chatter stability along the toolpath
are considered in the second step, where the number of supports is gradually decreased. As a result,
for each axial position of the supports, the minimum number of additional supports can be found.
Based on the obtained results, the optimal fixture position can be chosen as the most effective in terms
of costs and easiness of mounting.
4. Numerical Example
In order to numerically validate the entire procedure, the presented algorithm was applied
to evaluate the optimal fixturing configuration for a finishing turning operation of an Inconel
718 component, performed on a vertical lathe using a CNMG 12 04 08-23 1105 cutting insert. Material,
additional supports, and cutting parameters are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Inconel 718 mechanical parameters; insert and cutting parameters.
Material and Supports Properties

Insert and Cutting Parameters

Young Modulus (GPa)

200

Cutting speed (m/min)

80

Poisson Ratio

0.31

Depth of cut (mm)

0.4

Density (kg/m3 )

7850

Feed (mm/rev)

0.1

Damping

0.03
Tool nose radius (mm)

0.8

Stiffness (N/µm)

1000

Rake angle (◦ )

−13

Preload (N)

500

coating

PVD-TiAIN

The stock, featuring a constant thickness of 6.8 mm, is fixed to the lathe by means of a flange
screwed on an additional workholding plate (Figure 2b) fixed to the spindle. Using this framework
is possible to realize different support configurations. Setting the radial position of supports and
pin height, it is possible to place supports in different positions, while self-aligning pads guarantee
the correct contact, adapting to local workpiece curvature. A total of 32 nodes were used for the
discretization of the midline, obtaining a FE model with a 9280 degree of freedom. This allows
performing static simulation in 4 s and dynamic simulations in 20 s on a standard PC (INTEL® CORE™
i7-2600 CPU 3.4 Hz).
The schematized geometry of the component is shown in Figure 2a, in which the zone considered
for additional supports is highlighted, located between 35 and 286 mm from the workholding plate,
the geometry of the additional workplate and a picture of the additional supports considered.
In the first step of optimization, errors and stability are evaluated for each additional support layer
position, assuming the entire circumference supported. In the second step, the number of supports
is reduced from 64 (number of nodes along each section) to 4. For each configuration, FE analysis
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5. Conclusion
The paper presents a general methodology for fixture optimization in cases of turning of a thinwalled component. Starting from the workpiece geometry and toolpath, by means of the combination
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configuration is computed, as the one able to guarantee the imposed tolerance and stable cutting
with the minimum number of additional supports. The proposed method was applied to an Inconel
component to guarantee a diameter tolerance of 0.01 mm and a stable machining. Using eight supports
at a distance of 104 mm from the clamping section, the maximum error was reduced by about 35%,
tolerances were respected, and machining was stable. The following conclusions can be drawn:
•
•

•

•

The modeling approach used in this work, based on 2D finite elements, can be efficiently used to
predict static and dynamic behavior of the thin-walled part;
In thin-walled turning, static and dynamic issues depend mainly on component flexibility.
A comprehensive strategy considering both geometrical errors arising by static deflection and the
occurrence of unstable vibrations, such as the one proposed here, should be adopted to tackle
these issues and achieve quality components.
The use of additional supports in holding the thin-walled part can reduce static and dynamic
issues, and depending on component geometry and boundary conditions, an optimized number
of supports can be found;
The employment of the proposed method gives an aim to fixture design, avoiding time-consuming
trial and error approaches.

Experimental tests are planned to be carried out in order to validate the workpiece FE model and
prove the effectiveness of the entire approach.
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